“THREE-STRIP MANAGEMENT”: INTRODUCING A NOVEL MOWING METHOD TO GENERATE ARCHITECTURAL COMPLEXITY IN PERENNIAL FLOWER MARGINS TO BETTER SUPPORT POLLINATORS
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Abstract—Flower margins are widely adopted as agri-environment measure (AEM) to enhance farmland biodiversity. However, perennial flower margins need appropriate mowing schemes to manage succession, especially in regions with high nitrogen depositions, and current schemes inadequately address the needs of arthropods, including pollinators. Effective management should provide floral diversity with staggered flowering times, creating varied sward structures for diverse habitats that support shelter, nesting, and mating sites.

To address these challenges, a novel mowing method, called 'Three-strip management,' is proposed. This method involves dividing the margin into three strips using curved instead of straight mowing lines. During each cycle, one third remains unmown for shelter, while clippings are removed to lower soil nutrient status and reduce succession. The use of overlapping curved mowing lines aims to maximize variety in patterns, fostering spatio-temporal variation in the (re)growth of perennials and swards.

Unlike Regular rotational management, multiple uneven parts are kept unmown over winter, increasing the number of subzones in different mown states over successive years.

In this study, field trials comparing Three-strip management with Regular rotational management reveal positive effects especially during the second year, including higher bee abundance and diversity. Plant-pollinator networks also demonstrate increased interactions. While the study focuses on bees, the potential of the Three-strip management to support other beneficial insects is discussed. Given declining insect populations in agricultural landscapes, this paper offers insights into enhancing perennial flower margins as AEM to support pollinator populations. The novel Three-strip management presents a promising strategy for balancing management needs with diverse insect requirements, contributing to sustainable biodiversity conservation in agricultural settings.
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INTRODUCTION

Over the past decades, in agricultural landscapes, land-use change has had a significant negative impact on terrestrial agrobiodiversity, which has contributed to the decline of many insect populations (Tscharntke et al. 2005; Hellwig et al. 2022). Here, intensification of agricultural production may be the key driver, with higher levels of pesticide use, and artificial fertilizers, negatively impacting insect populations such as pollinators (Stoate et al. 2001; Goulson et al. 2015). The use of fertilizers in farmland can be a direct source of excessive nitrogen (N), but atmospheric N depositions are also contributing (Dupre et al. 2010). While pesticides can have a direct impact on insect populations, excessive N reduces plant diversity, therefore decreasing habitat quality.

Excessive N encourages grasses, rather than pollinator host plants like flowering dicots that provide food (pollen and nectar) and shelter. (Stevens et al. 2004; Cole et al. 2020). This situation
is found in many regions of Northern to Central Europe, including Belgium, The Netherlands, Northern France and the UK (Dupre et al. 2010; Kooijman et al. 2017). While the effect is largely seen and reported in grassland ecosystems (e.g. Stevens et al. (2004)), it also plays an important role when other agri-environment measures (AEM) are being implemented, such as perennial flower strips in farmland. Such AEM can support populations of pollinators including bees and other beneficial insects (Decourtye et al. 2010; Scheper et al. 2015; Brittain et al. 2022; Hellwig et al. 2022; McHugh et al. 2022).

Flower margins are increasingly being installed throughout Northern Europe as a popular AEM to help support insect populations such as pollinators that are currently under pressure in farmland. International programs are set up to promote these measures such as the BEESPOKE project in the North Sea Region of Europe (BEESPOKE 2019). However, because of excessive N as mentioned above, installation alone is not enough and management is also needed, especially for perennial flower strips. Conventional mowing schemes for perennial flower margins are being used to remove excess cuttings resulting from N excess in the environment (Zhang et al. 2017) and to prevent them from turning into homogenous grass margins with almost no flowering perennials remaining for pollinators (McHugh et al. 2022). Conventional schemes usually consist of mowing the entire strip once per season, or spreading over two mowing cycles (mostly between late June to early July and late September to the end of Autumn), with mowing dates also depending on local directives or legislation (Garbuzov et al. 2015).

With regards to the mowing technique, the method and type of machinery used is also important. While flail mowing is still used more frequently for margins when compared to rotary and cutter bar mowing, it is a less effective management option. Flails cut the mown parts into tiny pieces negatively impacting the survival of inhabiting invertebrates (Wynhoff et al. 2011), with average mortality rates reporting up to 60% (Humbert et al. 2009). Besides, due to the flail mowing process, small cut pieces degrade faster and are decomposed by the soil microbial environment into nutrient rich compounds which contain readily available N (Liang et al. 2014). This steadily favours grass growth over flowering dicots, even after one mowing cycle (Unpublished results and pers. comm. Arjen Strijkstra, VHL University of Applied Sciences, The Netherlands). While rotary mowers showed a relative reduction in invertebrate mortality by an average of 37%, a more severe negative effect on arthropod survival rate is noted when a conditioner is used; a conditioner is a machine that mechanically crushes the grass immediately after mowing to accelerate the drying process. The lowest mortality is reported with the application of double bladed cutter bars (Humbert et al. 2009; Humbert et al. 2010). Rotary mowing without a conditioner, on the contrary, has a more positive effect on arthropod survival, with an up to threefold lower mortality rates for invertebrates after a mowing cycle, especially when in combination with hay making or removal of the cuttings (Humbert et al. 2010; Nichols et al. 2022b). Yet, every mowing cycle still has a destructive impact on inhabiting arthropods such as pollinators. Therefore, in alternative management schemes the entire margin is not mown at once, but late or phased mowing is applied. Thus, only a rectangular part of the margin is mown during each mowing cycle and in most cases the cut parts are removed, with a positive impact on flowering plant species, and food provisioning for pollinators (Broyer et al. 2016; Jones et al. 2017).

Phased mowing of rectangular zones in the margin is better than the whole area being mowed simultaneously, however, taken over one year, mostly such successive phased mowing schemes applied in the same season still led to the entire margin being fully mown. Hence, during one year’s season, few overwintering zones remain in the margin. Unmown zones are composed of taller tussocks and forbs, generated from senesced inflorescences of dicots, old grasses and grass-like plants. These old structures contribute to biotic and abiotic variation of the margin, such as microclimatic variation and shelter. Overwintering structures are important supporting arthropod diversity, especially when accompanied by a higher complexity of forb structures. A study on meadow butterflies that compared different grass margin types along road verges, found that both nectar abundance and shelter provided by tall overwintering vegetation...
structures were important factors (Saarinen et al. 2005). The positive impact of overwintering sward complexity on arthropod diversity has also been reported in other studies including for beetles (Woodcock et al. 2007) and bees (Potts et al. 2009).

A recent study on high nature value grasslands found that the spatio-temporal complexity generated by management practices was the determining factor in the long-term maintenance and conservation of diversity and species composition (Kun et al. 2021). A new management method was proposed for grasslands to enhance the intrinsic diversity by applying a variable mowing pattern in time and space, called “Sinus management” (Couckuyt et al. 2015; Parmentier & Van Kerckvoorde 2021). Here, spatial variation in mowing due to the application of a variable mowing line is the basic idea generating spatio-temporal variation in forbs structures and habitat complexity, and thus to enhance inhabiting pollinator diversity. Therefore, and based on these insights, I here present a novel and practical management method for perennial flower margins installed as AEM in farmland. Through spatio-temporal variation in mowing management, habitat complexity for pollinating insects is enhanced. The method has been tested in the field and initial results of two years of testing are presented comparing this new method with Regular (late) mowing on such margins.

INTRODUCING “THREE-STRIP MANAGEMENT” AS NOVEL MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUE

In this study, the “Three-strip management” for perennial flower margins is introduced. When traditional late mowing on margins is applied, only a long straight part of the margin is mown while the unmown part can be regarded as shelter for inhabiting fauna (Broyer et al. 2016). Contrary to this, variable Three-strip management does not use straight mowing lines but curved, ‘meandering’ lines instead. These meandering mowing lines create variable areas of mown and unmown subzones of the margin after each mowing cycle. For each subsequent mowing cycle, another curved mowing line is applied, and importantly, this line does not follow the previous mowing line, but rather crosses into the previous one to generate maximum irregularity in mowing patterns. Fig. 1 illustrates the stages of three successive mowing cycles of the novel method starting from an unmanaged margin (applied in this study between end of June 2021 and end of September 2022). As the curved mowing lines are different each mowing cycle, over one season some parts are kept unmown, while others are mown only once or twice. Thus, the mowing complexity increases each year with parts that are mown differently, including unmown zones, always mown zones and an increasing variety of intermediates. Hence, the basic idea behind this mowing method is that there is increased variation in the growing cycle of perennials (and grasses) which generates prolonged flowering during the season. For example, species like Leucanthemum vulgare and Centaurea jacea bloom in spring and at the beginning of summer, respectively. However, if these perennials are cut at the end of June (first cut), generally they regrow and give new shoots to bloom again later in the season (e.g. until the end of September). Due to the patchy mowing conditions, there is a greater chance that plants of the same species will have different (re)growing conditions next to each other in the margin to prolong their flowering period. Additionally, the variable growing conditions results in more diverse swards and tussocky structures, contributing to variable microclimates and shelter conditions for arthropods. These are examples of potential positive impacts of the Three-strip mowing management in comparison to a regular management with straight mowing lines. Flowering variation, sward diversity and microclimatic complexity are increasingly recognized as important parameters to better support pollinator diversity (Corbet et al. 1993; Woodcock et al. 2007; Scheper et al. 2015; Galpern et al. 2021; Kun et al. 2021; Tölgyesi et al. 2022).

To implement the novel Three-strip management practically in a season with two cuts (one mid June – early July and a second cut mid September – early October), the margin can be subdivided into three imaginary smaller strips longitudinally, hence the name, and then two variable curved cutting lines can be drawn varying between the inner borders of the imaginary strips. When implementing the novel mowing method on newly installed margins, it is best to have them sown the previous year (end of Autumn until beginning December) to allow perennials to fully develop before the first cut. Also, the cutting height should not be too low, advisably a
minimum cutting height of approximately 10 cm (4 inch) should be applied. Importantly, while the mowing lines are variable, the mown to unmown areas are fixed to approximately 2:1. In the field, these curved mowing lines represent the two mowing cycles in that season. Predefined mowing maps can be loaded into the GPS driving system of the mowing machinery making it easier for contractors to control and execute. It is important to mention that the cut and uncut part of the curved mowing line should be alternated each mowing cycle with the process repeated each year.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**STUDY SITES AND MARGINS**

We selected five locations in the provinces of East- and West-Flanders (Flanders, Belgium) and in each location two paired study sites (in total ten sites) were established, as represented in Fig. 2. Study sites within one location consisted of two perennial flower margins and their size was equal within each location (all study sites within a width of 10 ± 5 m and length of 75 ± 25 m). Flower
margins were situated in an arable environment surrounded by a landscape matrix of small landscape elements (SLE). These included hedgerows, solitary trees or tree rows, gardens as well as paved elements such as streets and buildings. As SLE harbour source populations of pollinators that can be attracted and supported by the installed margins (Montero-Castano & Vila 2012; Senapathi et al. 2017), we ensured that surrounding landscapes of paired study sites within a location were similar. Margins consisted of perennial flowers intermixed with a minimal amount of grasses (Poaceae spp.) that were not included in the seed mixes but arose spontaneously. Compositions of the margins are given in Table 1. Margins with perennials were sown between Autumn 2019 (two locations) and Spring 2020 (three locations) and thus installed at least one full season prior to the start of the experiment (conducted from Spring 2021 to Autumn 2022). All margins were managed with conventional management and regarded as fully developed, before they were divided into one of the two management groups. Conventional management prior to the start of the experiment in Spring 2021 consisted of mowing half of the margin in June (between end of June and beginning of July) and a full mowing in September (mid to late September), following straight mowing lines, with rotary mowers (cutting passes with a mowing width between 1.5 and 2.5 m, depending on the location) and removal of clippings after each mowing cycle.

**Mowing management methods**

This study used a paired study design, comparing the Three-strip management with Regular management on perennial flower margins. The novel management was executed as described above. Regular late mowing (or rotational) management was performed as follows: during each mowing cycle two thirds of the margin were mown as rectangular subzones (longitudinal direction) and one third was kept unmown. For both the Three-strip and Regular mowing study sites the percentage of mown to unmown surface was kept equal for each margin, i.e., 2:1 at every mowing cycle. For each location...
Table 1. Composition of perennial flowers mixes in all margins used as study sites in this study monitored during the second year of management. Numbers are given in percentages. R = Regular management; 3S = Three-strip management.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study site</th>
<th>HER40</th>
<th>HER42</th>
<th>HER19</th>
<th>HER21</th>
<th>HER38</th>
<th>HER39</th>
<th>MEUL</th>
<th>WERV</th>
<th>ST-LAUR</th>
<th>MALD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Management</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>3S</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>3S</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>3S</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>3S</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>3S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daucus carota</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthriscus Sylvestris</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Achillea millefolium</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centaurea cyanus</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centaurea jacea</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matricaria chamomilla</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trifolium pratense</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trifolium repens</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lotus corniculatus</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanacetum vulgare</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leucanthemum vulgare</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicago lupulina</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ranunculus acris</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prunella vulgaris</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crepis capillaris</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veronica Chamaedris</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypericum perforatum</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poaceae spp. (grasses)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The mowing was conducted within two days using the same type of cutting machinery (rotary cutter, cutting passes with a mowing width between 1.5 and 2.5 m, depending on the location), both for the first cutting (between end of June and to beginning of July) and the second one (mid to late September). All cuttings were removed during a period good weather. After each Three-strip mowing cycle, the cuttings were removed within ten days of mowing in all sites; cuttings removal was achieved by first mechanically heaping in windrows before removing them from the margin. The cut and uncut part of the mown and unmown zone within each study site was alternated each mowing cycle, over one season generating a full mown margin under the Regular management, while under the Three-strip management some variable unmown parts typically remain. Consequently, only the effect of the variable curved mowing line (Three-strip management) was tested versus the uniform straight mowing line (Regular rotational management) and other parameters were kept fixed. Prior to mowing, the extent of each mown study site was made equal by drawing the mowing patterns onto a map of the margin. This pattern was then transferred to each study site by GPS, before mowing was started.

After selection of paired study sites in 2021, all sites were ‘baseline’ monitored prior to the start of implementing the two different management regimes. The first cycle of Three-strip versus Regular management was done between the end of June-mid July 2021, and the second one at the end of September that year. The same mowing periods were kept during the next season, generating a total of four mowing cycles by the end of 2022. The effect of four successive mowing cycles with either three or Regular management is illustrated in Fig. 1. Fig. 3 illustrates the mowing process in year two (2022) of Regular mowing along straight mowing lines in comparison with the uneven mowing process of the Three strip management.

**Pollinator and floristic surveys**

The effect of the two management types on pollinator assemblages was tested, with a focus on bees in this study. All bee taxa were monitored
including honeybees, bumblebees and solitary bees. Bees were monitored using area-time counts over the entire margin with a fixed duration and each survey consisted of 2 rounds of 30 ± 5 min effective monitoring conducted on the same day, one before and one after 1:30 pm., and all monitoring was conducted between 10:00 am. and 6:00 pm. (Westphal et al. 2008; Barkmann et al. 2023). Rounds were chosen randomly over the full margin. Monitoring was conducted only during appropriate weather conditions (low wind speed, temperature above 18 degrees, and not on cloudy days). For each individual bee observation, the flowering plant was recorded. Bee specimens were determined in the field, if possible, or put in coded tubes for identification to species level in the lab. Bees under the *Bombus terrestris* complex were aggregated and included *Bombus terrestris*, *Bombus lucorum* and *Bombus cryptarum*. During each monitoring round, the abundance of flowering plants was scored at the margin level using a Tansley scale (Tansley 1946).

Baseline monitoring occurred prior to the start of the mowing experiment between April and end
of June 2021 to check for bias in bee assemblages in all locations between coupled study sites (prior to random attribution to either ‘Three-strip’ or Regular management). The baseline monitoring consisted of three to four survey rounds in total. After the first mowing cycle, monitoring each margin continued. In the first year of the experiment, three to four survey rounds were achieved from the end of June until mid-September in 2021, and in 2022 from mid-May until mid-September.

**Analysis and Statistics**

The effect of management type on bee assemblages was investigated each year, with a focus on alpha diversity indices, i.e. number of bees (Counts), number of bee species (Richness) and bee diversity (Shannon Diversity). All data analyses were conducted in R version 4.2.2 (R Core Team 2021). Bee richness and diversity were calculated with the package vegan (Oksanen et al. 2016). After checking residual plot diagnostics and normality of the dataset (Shapiro-Wilk test in R), Linear mixed-effect (LMERs) or Generalised linear mixed-effect models (GLMMs) were used to test for the impact of management type on bee Counts, Richness and Diversity. GLMM Models were fitted using the maximum likelihood (Laplace Approximation) method, using the lme4 package for the LMERs and GLMMs (Bates et al. 2015). All residuals of non-Gaussian models were checked by fitting a negative binomial and Poisson family, but residual plots showed that all models best fitted with a Poisson error distribution. Models were tested for overdispersion using the dispersion test in the AER package (Kleiber & Zeileis 2008; Kleiber & Zeileis 2019), and all final models were not overdispersed. The Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC), being a more conservative test than the Akaikes information criterion (AIC), was used to select the best final model (i.e. that with the lowest score) (Dziak et al. 2020). In all models, management type (two levels: Three-strip versus Regular) was used as a fixed factor. Location/Site and sampling Period were included as random factors. Shannon’s Diversity index was also calculated for the flowering plant diversity (abundance estimations based on Tansley scores for each study site and survey conducted) and included as an explanatory variable in each model to improve model fit (Nichols et al. 2022a). All analyses were performed for the T0, 2021 and 2022 datasets separately, to test for a bias prior to the installation of either management type, and to test the yearly differences that were intrinsically introduced and built up through the experimental set up with differences in mowing methods between the Three-strip and Regular management.

To identify the effect of mowing management regimes after three successive mowing cycles (second season) on flowering plants and bees visiting them, a plant-pollinator network analysis was performed. Therefore, bee visits to each flowering species in the margins were pooled according to management treatment based on the 2022 dataset. To assess the level of dependence of the flowering plant community on a given pollinator in the network” (Bascompte & Jordano 2007), their species strength was also calculated. ‘Species strength’ is defined as the sum of dependencies (proportion of visits) of flower visitors relying on a specific plant species, and was calculated on the pooled survey data using the ‘strength’ function in the bipartite package (Dormann 2011). As a result, a discrimination between the proportions of highly and less frequently visited flowering plants in the plant-pollinator network was visualized for each management type using the ‘computeModules’ and ‘plotWeb’ functions. The difference in abundance of visited plants by bee species between the two management types was also visualized as a matrix using the ‘VisWeb’ function in the same bipartite package in R (Dormann et al. 2008).

**Results**

**Baseline Monitoring (T0)**

In total, 1043 bees encompassing 20 bee species were observed during the baseline survey, of which there were 924 individual bumblebees, 97 honeybees, and 22 solitary bees. To exclude a bias in bee assemblages being incorporated in the study design, the effect on alpha diversity metrics was tested between the two groups of study sites. No significant differences were observed for count of bees, bee diversity and bee richness between study sites in all locations (All P values > 0.05) Fig. 4. Thus, all locations were retained for further analysis.
**First and Second Year of Three-Strip versus Regular Management (2021-2022)**

In 2021, after the first mowing cycle, 1581 bees were counted, 903 in the Three-strip and 678 bees in the Regular managed study sites, with subgroups of honeybees (388 versus 171), bumblebees (446 versus 455), and solitary bees (69 versus 52), respectively. Analysis of bee counts showed a positive effect for the margins with Three-strip management, but this was only marginally significant ($Z = -1.98, P = 0.047$) Supplementary Fig. S1. Looking to other alpha diversity parameters, a higher number of bee species (bee richness, $S$) was observed when applying the Three-strip management (14 species Regular versus 20 species Three-strip management), but this effect was not significant ($Z = -1.14, P = 0.26$); also bee diversity ($H$) followed the same trend ($T = -1.23, P = 0.22$).

During the second year (2022), and after three successive mowing cycles, the effect on total bee assemblages was more pronounced Fig. 5. A total of 922 bees were counted, 550 and 372 bees in the Three-strip versus Regular managed study sites, respectively. Analysis of bee counts showed a clear positive effect for the Three-strip management ($Z = -4.45, P < 0.001$). Looking to other alpha diversity parameters, higher numbers of bee species were found (bee richness) when applying the Three-strip management (11 species Regular versus 15 species Three-strip management).
species Three-strip management), but this effect was again not significant \((Z = -1.15, P = 0.25)\). Bee diversity \((H)\) followed the same trend but now the effect was just on the boundary of not significant at the \(\alpha = 0.10\) significance level \((T = -1.57, P = 0.11)\).

**Impact of Management Type on Plant-Pollinator Networks**

Here, I considered the 2022 data only, as the effect of management on bee assemblages was most pronounced in the second year. This effect is shown in Fig. 6, with a matrix representation (using a log \((x+1)\) scale) showing the frequency of all plant-pollinator visitations observed. This shows that the Three-strip management generated a higher total number of interactions (45 versus 35), observed through common bee species interactions, as well as a higher numbers of unique plant-pollinator interactions, driven by solitary bee species. The plant-pollinator networks for Three-strip management and the Regular management sites combined over five sites and four collecting dates is also visualized in Suppl. Fig. S2. The proportions of common flower visits and flower visits relying on a specific plant are indicated in black and green, respectively. When comparing the two networks, it is seen that for the Three-strip management the most common bees \((Apis mellifera, Bombus pascuorum, Bombus lapidaries\) and \(Bombus terrestris\) complex) generated more interactions, mostly on \(Lotus corniculatus, Ranunculus acris/ R. repens, Vicia villosa, Trifolium pratense\) and \(T. repens\) (black proportions), but also...
Figure 6. Abundance visitation matrix for the two management methods tested. Matrix showing the effect of the Three-strip management (left) versus Regular management (right) mowing method on the abundance of all plant-bee interactions. Bee species are displayed in columns and plants in rows. The grey to black rectangles show observed interactions with more frequent interactions shown by a darker colour.

that the rarer solitary bees generated more unique interactions on a higher number of visited plant species (green proportions).

**DISCUSSION**

**EFFECT OF MANAGEMENT ON POLLINATOR ASSEMBLAGES**

While establishing wildflower strips in farmland is a popular measure for boosting flowers and supporting pollinators, appropriate forb heterogeneity (Jiang & Hitchmough 2022; Nichols et al. 2022b). In this study the impact on bee assemblages of a novel Three-strip management in comparison with Regular management was investigated in perennial flower margins. It was seen that especially after the second mowing season a significantly greater number of bees were counted in the Three-strip management, and also a positive trend on bee diversity was observed. Looking to different bee functional groups, social bees, including *A. mellifera*, *B. pascuorum*, *B. lapidarius* and those under the *B. terrestris* complex, were more supported by the Three-strip management compared to Regular management. While the management of perennial flower margins is often forgotten. This, leads to a fast degradation in floral species diversity and abundance, and neglects the wider needs of pollinators such as habitat complexity providing more diverse resources such as food and shelter (Woodcock et al. 2007; Goulson et al. 2008). Thus, ideal management regimes should include regular mowing, and removal of cuttings to optimize floral diversity and to enhance

Regular management was also attracting these common bee species, the linear mowing pattern (generating more uniform blocks of forbs and perennials flowers) seems to be less attractive compared to the uneven cuts with subzones spread over the margin generated by the Three-strip management (Fig. 3). Besides, based on the total number of solitary bees counted (as subgroup), mostly found under the genera *Lasiglossum, Andrena, Hylaeus* and *Megachile*, a positive effect of the Three-strip management was seen. This was less pronounced (also for the Regular management) when comparing with numbers of social bees (i.e. *Bombus* and *Apis*). Here, an explanation can be found in that common social
bees are more mobile with higher average flight distances compared to solitary bees (Walther-Hellwig & Frankl 2000; Gathmann & Tscharntke 2002). Moreover, social bees are more common in farmland, and thus could be more easily found in the most attractive margins compared to the less mobile and rarer solitary bee species.

Little research is available comparing the effect of mowing management techniques of margins on bee functional groups and diversity indices. Yet, when looking at the total bee assemblages, a comparison can be made with restoration studies. For example, a US study dealing with restoration management through canopy thinning in remnant and post-agricultural woodlands showed that effects on bee abundance were more apparent than effects on diversity (Simpson’s diversity index) (Breland et al. 2018). Here, it was also observed that bee abundance was the fastest responding parameter of the metrics investigated. Looking to other bee indices, no effect was found on bee richness in this study. However, the total number of species was rather low in both management types over the two seasons considered (28 in Three-strip versus 20 in Regular management margins). The latter observation is not unexpected as the margins were all situated in agro environments, missing small landscape elements of high nature value supporting a high diversity of solitary bee species as a source population (Stoate et al. 2001; Scheper et al. 2015; Senapathi et al. 2017). Therefore, the potential impact could be masked by considering the total bee diversity of which most are solitary bees. Also, only two years were investigated, and the positive trend on bee richness may become more apparent in subsequent years. Expanding the study to a longer-term trial and in a diverse landscape is needed to fully investigate the potential of the Three-strip management on diversity indices of bee communities.

Additionally, the seed mix sown in the margins in this study may not be fully optimized to attract a great number of solitary bees. Recently it has been shown that novel, optimized seed mixes attract a greater number of bee species (Nichols et al. 2022a). Alternatively, the novel Three-strip management, compared to Regular rotational management, may show a significant effect on total bee numbers, but not on bee richness.

Nevertheless, having greater numbers of bees observed after only two years of different mowing regime is a positive outcome for farmers; especially if insect-pollinated crops are cultivated in close proximity to Three-strip managed margins. Common bees over rarer ones (Kleijn et al. 2015) are major pollinators of commercially important crops such as rapeseed, field beans, pumpkins, sunflowers, and many fruits such as apple and pear, as well as other crops (Garibaldi et al. 2013; Kleijn et al. 2015; Isaacs et al. 2017; Bänsch et al. 2020).

**EFFECT OF MANAGEMENT ON PLANT-POLLINATOR NETWORKS AND BEE DIVERSITY**

When comparing plant-pollinator networks in Three-strip versus regularly managed margins, the most common bees (Apis mellifera, Bombus pascuorum, Bombus lapidaries and Bombus terrestris complex) generated the highest interaction rates in the Three-strip management, mostly on Lotus corniculatus, Ranunculus acris/ R. repens, Vicia villosa, Trifolium pratense and T. repens. Solitary bees, on the other hand, generated more unique interactions visiting a higher number of plant species. Yet, when comparing the proportions of plants visited by the different bee species (Suppl. Fig. S2) and the species composition of the seed mixes sown (Table 1), some of the flowering plants are more attractive than others, with a difference between species groups, i.e. honeybees and bumblebees, and solitary bees. A recent UK study investigating sown flower margin compositions and attractiveness for wild bees found that only 11 ‘key’ wildflower species were required to cater to all wild bee species recorded during their study, only eight of which were sown species (Nichols, Holland & Goulson 2022). Of these species, Taraxacum officinale agg., Cirsium vulgare, and Daucus carota received the highest visits of wild bee species (Nichols et al. 2022a), which is partly in agreement with the observations in this study. In this study it was found that honeybees and bumblebees predominantly foraged on clovers belonging to the Fabaceae and Leguminosae, while solitary bees were more frequently found foraging on Asteraceae species. This is generally in agreement with Nichols et al., (2022a), who reported that bumblebees were mainly seen on Fabaceae species (29.7%), Asteraceae species (27.9%), and Papaveraceae (26.0%), whereas solitary bee visits were heavily focused on...
Asteraceae species (58.9%), followed by Apiaceae (12.4%) (Nichols et al. 2022a).

It was also observed that the Three-strip management generated a higher number of interactions involving common bee species, as well as a higher number of unique plant-pollinator interactions, driven by solitary bee species. This is an important observation as this may indicate that the Three-strip management is generating more diverse resource conditions for a greater number of bees. In contradiction to this, it is reported that when social bees are in greater abundance, competition for food resources will exist between social bees (especially honeybees) and solitary bees (Sugden et al. 1996; Steffan-Dewenter & Tscharntke 2000; Geslin et al. 2017; Meeus et al. 2021). However, food resources are not the only resource bees need, and variation in nesting, shelter and mating places are important (Westrich 2018; Cole et al. 2020; Galpern et al. 2021; Kovács-Hostyánszki et al. 2021). Such variation could be generated by the three-strip management. Such additional bee resources were not investigated in depth in this study. However, the observation that both polylectic social bees and oligolectic solitary bees can be attracted in higher numbers, as well as observed on more plant species, may indicate that the Three-strip management is generating a more diverse habitat structure for bees. This rationale aligns with a study investigating mutualistic plant-pollinator networks (Bastolla et al. 2009). They reported that the structure of mutualistic networks determines the number of coexisting species, and that the nested architecture of real mutualistic networks increases their biodiversity (Bastolla et al. 2009). Therefore, the spatio-temporal variation in curved mowing is likely to generate a more diverse, interconnected structure in the flower margin that reduces competition and better supports diverse pollinator communities. Hence, while a direct link between other resources was not investigated in this study, this novel management is likely to enhance the availability of a variety of resources supporting a range of bee taxa, each having their specific requirements.

**EFFECT OF AN OPTIMALLY MANAGED FLOWER MARGIN IN THE LANDSCAPE**

For pollinating bees, their different needs (food including nectar and pollen, shelter, breeding places) can best be provided at landscape level. This is provided by a variety of small landscape elements (SLE) that can be found in biodiverse and bee supporting landscapes (Schweiger et al. 2005; Meyer et al. 2017; Galpern et al. 2021). While SLE such as hedgerows, gardens, trees and shrubs, amongst others, can complement wildflower margins in meeting these needs, ideally the margin itself is also contributing to all components needed by the different stages of a diverse array of bees. Especially for less mobile insects, such as small solitary bees, these components are best provided in the vicinity of the food resources (Peeters et al. 2012). In agreement with this, a UK study testing the effect of mowing intensity on grass margins found that, while the effect on flower species richness was less impacted by mowing intensity, especially the unmown, taller grasses were more attractive for flower-visited insects compared to more frequently mown zones (Garbuzov et al. 2015). Therefore, with regards to novel mowing regimes, it is particularly important that at least part of the margin or flower strip is kept unmown during the whole season. Additionally, during the overwintering period these unmown zones provide nesting places for all bees, including soil nesting, above-ground and cavity nesting species.

While in this study the Three-strip management method was tested on bee assemblages only, this novel management could also support other insect groups. Non-bee pollinators also require suitable resources for larvae, such as host plants for caterpillars (Curtis et al., 2015). Generating spatio-temporal variation of a variety of resources in the margin is likely to create better habitat conditions for other important pollinator groups including butterflies and syrphids (Pywell et al. 2004; Garrido et al. 2022), as well as beneficial insects (predators for crop pests).

Next to this, better managed margins could act as corridors between semi-natural habitat elements and enhance the total heterogeneity in the landscape (Senapathi et al. 2017). Future studies on this novel management method are needed to untangle these questions and also further investigate the impacts on bee and other insect assemblages after multiple years.
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